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Includes: 44 cards and 160-page guidebook.  Fine-tune your awareness with sacred geometry and

enter the realm of multidimensionality.  Plato referred to sacred geometry as the language of the

soul. For thousands of years, sacred geometry has been a part of every culture. It is the bond that

connects us all to the cosmos; it is the true design of our soul. Sacred geometry is the blueprint of

creation at the core of all form even at the core of you.  Quantum artist LON has created 44

Activations that encourage your analytical mind to step aside so you can enter the domain of the

subconscious and the soul, and connect to the quantum field the space of infinite potential. Working

with these cards on a daily basis will help you to think outside the box, create a deeper sense of

peace in your life, and become a powerful conscious creator.
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LON was born and raised in Holland, where she attended art school and worked in the advertising

and graphic-arts industry. In the early 1990s, she discovered crop circles and instantly fell in love

with their complex designs. It took over two decades for her to fully merge her (intrinsic)

understanding and knowledge of sacred geometry and crop circles with her creative abilities; to not

only build her life and reality around this union but to also make it her life s work to shift the

collective consciousness, to question and shift existing paradigms, and to support the rebirth of the

language of the soul.  LON now creates sacred geometry art images that are visual meditation tools,

or Activations, that help people to navigate these changing times and activate thinking outside the

box so that people can make real changes in their lives. Her Activations have been called living art,



as they appear to be alive with energy, evoking powerful emotions and inspiring new thoughts.  LON

lives in San Diego, California, and offers lectures and workshops, individual sessions, and intuitive

counseling to support a new way of thinking and activate people toward becoming fully

multidimensional human beings. She also creates personal Soul Activations based on an individual

s unique energy, helping them to step into the highest expression of themselves.

wow.....wonderful card deck, it opens up hidden knowledge and it strengthens one's belief to heal

clients or other individuals in all dimension like, physical, mental and spiritual. loved the deck.

Great cards, love the sacred geometry in these cards. Use them for daily focus and to receive or

release energy that's needed.

Love these cards and so do my clients

Loved it from day one.This decks speaks to you without a doubt, or at least thats my experience

from it.Lovely pictures that truly affects your energy also.Good one!!

This is the most amazing oracle deck I've ever seen. The messages are so powerful and REAL.

This is a deck that has supreme guidance and the love and radiance of the artist, Lon shines

through them! Get these for your anyone you love to see rise to their highest self and watch as they

sky rocket!

This review is based on first impression. I have just received them and not worked with them yet.

Just out of the box, I was impressed by the packaging, the guide book and how the cards are stored

in the box. Immediately the first card when I turned them face up was the Root Chakra and I was

impressed by that. I love the colors and the shapes on the cards. Right now, the only, but really big

downside is the weight of the cards, they felt flimsy. I started to look at each card individually and

realized that they were stuck together. As I separated them and then felt each card, they are VERY

flimsy compared to the other four decks that I have; two by Diane Virtue, one is the Shamanic

Healing Oracle deck and the other is the Keepers of the Light. I will work with them and write a

review based on that. I hope they prove to be good because I was really excited about getting

these!I have done two readings now. I love the messages and both readings were spot on.

However, I am not going to raise the stars as much as I would love to because they are just too



flimsy. As I was shuffling the deck the cards were bending on me. They are very hard to handle!

Hopefully they will reconsider the card stock and remake them. If so, I would love it if they gave

those of us who have purchased these a free deck.

Love these cards. They help me to reach inside myself and pull things from my own being and into

enlightenment. I've learned a lot by using these cards. I don't use them as daily cards but more

teaching and learning to access that sacred part of my own spirit. It is an amazing deck to own! And

I have more gban20 varied cards from multiple authors. This one is s keeper

The box and packaging are beautiful and inviting. Inside, the cards are rich in colors and patterns,

their very touch gives me shivers. I lay them out in a 3 pattern: Past, Present, Future, and they

always have me thinking, then re-arranging my thoughts as they speak to me in ways that go

beyond their descriptions in their charming book.
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